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Abstract. In a series of papers, Mosses and Watt define action semantics, a metalanguage for high 
level, domain-independent formulation of denotational semantics definitions. Action semantics 
hides details about domain strtieture (e.g., direct semantics domains vs. continuation semantics 
domains vs. resumption semantics domains) and coercions (e.g., integers into reals, injections of 
summands into sum domains) to encourage readability and modifiability. Action semantics 
notation is of interest as a programming language of itself, for its components (called actions) 
are polymorphic operators that can be composed in several fundamental ways. We formulate a 
model for action semantics based on Reynolds’ category-sorted algebra. In the model, actions are 
natural transformations, and the composition operators are compositions in a “category of actions.*’ 
We use the model to prove semantic soundness and completeness of a unification-based, decidable 
type inference algorithm for action semantics expressions. 
In a series of papers [9-13,22,23], Mosses and Watt define action semantics, a 
metalanguage for high level, domain-independent formulation of denotational 
semantics definitions. Action semantics was designed for: 
(1) readability: operators (actions) correspond to common programming 
language concepts regarding value-passing, binding, and control; 
(2) abstraction: the notation avoids overuse of low-level lambda-abstraction and 
application; 
(3) modularity: definitions can be reused when underlying semantic domains 
change or a language is extended. 
For example, a semantic definition of expression addition in Scott-Strachey 
denotational semantics reads: 
E: Expressim + Ent)imnment + Store -+ (Integer + B9o!ean + Error) 
E[E, + lb21 = Ae E Environment.As E Store. 
is Integer( n,) + 
Cl otherwise inEr”C?)r( ) e 
0 otherwisf? iklErvor( ) e 
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The example exposes he definition’s dependence on particular versions of semantic 
domains. In contrast, an action semantics definition hides these details: 
E: Expression + Action (taking bindings and storage, giving values) 
EIEl + E,j = (EBIE,j and [&I) then (obtain an integer from 
In this paper, we work with a variant of action semantics; expressed in combinator 
notation: 
E: Expression + Action F’ 
E[E, + Ezj = (E[E,j * [E,]) ; (oli+n; inlnt). 
Domains are hidden. Instead. there is emphasis on infcvmation flow: the ; combinator 
gives the bindings information (B) and the storage information (I) to its left 
* combinator passes the information B its components. The 
are tupled by * and directed by ; to [+J, which does the 
addition and produces the values information (F), which is coerced, if necessary, 
to an integer. The Appendix shows a language defined in this varistlt of action 
semantics. 
ction semantics 
Actions are combinators; they operate upon kinds, also called facets [!?, 12]. A 
facet is a collection of types; for example, the functional facet is the kind of all 
types that can be used as temporary values (“transient information” [ 121) in a 
computation. The types int, bool, real, boo2 x real, and so on, belong to the functional 
facet. Facets used in action semantics include: 
(1) The functional facet, F, just described; 
(2) the declarative facet, 0, which contains types of identifier, value binding 
(“scoped information”); the types in this facet arz record types [3,16]; 
(3) the imperative facet, I, which contains types of storage structure (“stable 
information”); its types are stacks or sets of cells. 
Mosses also includes a communicative fxet [ 121, which contains types of input/out- 
put (“permanent information”), but we shall not consider it in this paper. 
The types in a facet are pre-ordered to reGect subtyping relationships [2, 15,16]. 
For example, the type int is a subtype of the type real in the functional facet. Values 
of type int mav be used in any context in which a real may appear. We write 
int s real [3,16j. The Appendix lists a typical definition of f&tits ,arld their ordered 
types. 
Actions are mappings whose domains and codomains are facets. We call the 
many types, actions a 
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result of type t’, and t 6 t’, ther d coerciomt is appropriate. Should the coercion be 
performed on the argument u dr on the answer copy(v)? Of course, it should not 
(and does not) matter -the resitilt is the same in either case. Not only does action 
semantics hide coercions, but their placement in action expression denotations does 
not affect the result [9]. 
Another example of an action 5 SW, which also maps functional facet arguments 
to functional facet answers: it increments arguments from types ins and real, and 
it is undefined on non-numbers. This is an example of bounded polymorphism [3]. 
Actions exist for all the fundamental operations of programming languages: value 
passing, arithmetic, binding creation and lookup, storage allocation and updating, 
and so on [9,11,13]. The Appendix lists some of these actions. 
! ,lons can take arguments and produce results from more than one facet; such 
actions are called bridging actions. For example, the action contents does a storage 
lookup: it takes an argument from the functional facet (viz., a location) and an 
argument from the imperative facet (the store) and produces a result in the functional 
facet (the value stored in the stor;ige locc?tion). Another bridging action is jind I, 
which maps a declarative facet argument (the environment) to a functional facet 
answer (the value bound to I in the environment). 
Actions can be composed. Arguments to a compound action may pass from one 
component action to the other sequentially, in parallel, or conditionally. 
The operator ; represents sequential composition. Arguments to a compound 
action a, ; a2 are given to a,, which produces results that are given to dZ. The results 
produced by a2 are the results for the compound action. For example, the compound 
action copy ; succ accepts a functional facet value that is passed sequentially from 
copy to WCC, and the output is the incremented value. The target of a, must equal 
the source of a2. 
The operator * represents parallel composit.ion: arguments to a, * a2 are given to 
both a, and a2, each of which produces its own results. The results are merged to 
produce the results for the composed action. (In the functional facet; merging is 
tupling; in the declarative facet, merging is record union; in the imperative facet, 
merging is undefined at present.) For example, the action copy * succ accepts an 
argument, which is given to both copy and succ. The two results, the value and its 
su,ccessor, are merged into a pair. The sources of a, and a2 must be identical. 
The operator / represents conditional composition. Arguments to the compound 
action al/a2 are give.1 to either aI or a?, depending on which of the two is capable 
of mapping the arguments to a defined result. For example, let not be an action 
that negates boolean values but is undefined on all other values. heaa he action 
not/succ maps a boolean argument to its negation, a numeric argument to its 
successor, and is undefined on ail other dues. The sources and targets of ~1 an 
a2 must be identical. Conditional composi 
lymorphism. (Note: o reatment of / is 
~sses generalizes / to n-deterministic c rizes the three 
CO sitions. 
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Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. 
Many of the composition operators in action semantics are derived from combina- 
tions of the above three. For example, 0, is a derived composition that behaves like 
; on the imperative facet and like * on all other facets. That is, a, $,a, gives functional 
and declarative facet arguments to a, and a2, but the imperative facet argument is 
given to just a, . The imperative facet result produced by a, is given to a2. The 
results of the compound action are the merged functional and declarative facet 
results (if any) of a, and a2 and the imperative facet result of a2 (see Fig. 2). 
Derived compositions are defined so that unneeded facets are “forgotten.” For 
example, if the source of Q, in the above example is just the functional and imperative 
facets, and the source of c;z‘ 2 Is just the declarative and imperative facets, then the 
source of the compound action is the functional, declarative, and imperative facets. 
When arguments from the three facets arrive, only the functional and imperative 
facet arguments are given to a:, and only the declarative facet plus a,‘s imperative 
facet result are given to a2. 
The composition operations are defined in Section 4. A language definition that 
uses them is given in the Appendix. 
Action semantics requires a model that supports the Scott-domain theory upon 
which denotationa\ semantics is based. Scott-domains, subdomain relationships, 
and polymorp rations are natural1 
(csa) [IS, 871. ation and deft 
), dam,., wdC, Q-) denote a 
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Definition 3.1. An f2-signature is a pair (0, ar), where 0 is a set of operators, and 
ar : f2 -+ N is a function that gives the arity of the operators. A (single-sorted) 
R-algebra (based on C) is a pair T = (IT], {T w: o E a}), where 1 TI E Oh(C) is the 
carrier of the algebra, and for each w E 0, operation T, : 
Simply stated, a category-sorted algebra is an algebra 
that is itself an R-algebra. 
Tl uTw+ 1 T] is in I&x(C). 
that satisfies a signature 
ition 3.2. An LkT signature is a trip ar, T), where 0 and ar are defined 
ove, and T is an R-algebra based on . (PreO is the category of preordered 
sets and -monotone mappings.) A (single-sorted) 0-T category-sorted algebra (based 
on C) is a pair A = (IAl, {A,: o E L?}), where IAl: ITl+C, t’v carrier of A, is a 
functor from I TI, treated as a category in the usual way, to category C; and for each 
o E *‘I, operation A, : IA! ar w 4 IAl0 T, is a natural xansformation, where TU is treated 
as an endofunctor on IT(. 
Reynolds [ 15,171 defines freely generated csas and homomorphisms for csas. 
A facet’s type names and action names are specified by an 0-T signature: fi gives 
the names of the actions; ITI states the names of the types and their subtyping 
ordering; and for each action name w E R, TU defines the typing behaviour that 
action ca) must respect. The f2-T csa interprets the 161-T signature: functor IAl maps 
the type names into Scott-domains and the ordering on the type names into coercion 
functions between the domains, and for each w E 0, A, is a natural transformation 
that respects the typing behaviour prescribed by T,. 
Here is a sample functional facet. We define an 0-T signature (a, ar, T), 
where 0 = (copy, add}; ar(copy) = 1 and ar(add) = 2; and T is the O-algebra 
(I 7’1, { Lpv, Tadd}), where I TJ is the preordered set of type names: _ 
ns 
/\ 
(1): real boo1 
int 
ns stands for the nonsense type. It represents “undefinedness,” much like 1. 
represents undefinedness in denotational semantics. T,.,,PY is the identity mapping 
on I TI, and T&d is defined by the following table: 
T add 
I 
boo1 int real ns 
boo1 ns ns ns ns -1 int ns int real ns real ns real real ns 
ns I ns fls ns F?ds 
e typing jhctions r sopy and add. 
constant fiknctim, ma 
The two integer argu 
can be coerced to reals an 
ce action sema 
category-sorted alg: 
is, the set of all none 
to its length. 
~tatiQ in the previous definition: 
are defined as above, an 
si 
Actions and values: A = 
Fig. 3. 
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si in 
QF, iEf...& QWC it% 
that 
We have shown how the actions of action semantics can e understood as nat 
ii~~iG3iMi&3~h drum s c-aiegory-many-soried aigebra. Facets, vaiue fiows, an * 
e inference algorithm has been proved sound 
c 
i 
is 
P 
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s. The instances f merge shown are just for the individual facets. 
nctionai facet i airing. Merging of the declarative facet is reco 
records with possible disagreements of field values are not unioned, henc 
for the euPct,y-suffixes. Merging of im tive facet values 
merge of different fa~ecs (e.g., merge( DI), the merging 
tive pair to a declarative, :impervative pair) is defined as a co onentwise merge of 
common facets (i.e., #%erge( )) and tupling of the re 
in FIX). 
Typical actions 
All actions are strict. 
(1) puttxl* where u E lAl&If (places value on the functional facet) 
(2) succ: F-, F (successor): if t S rt?bp19 
otherwise, 
(3) copy : F --b F (identity for the functional facet) 
copy = iden( 
(4) pass : D + D (identity for the declarative facet) 
pass = iden( 
indi : F + D (creates binding to f ) 
GimtO(rB = If: flexae*ly9 &&l(C) = Au. (I = v). 
(6) fiaad1: D -$ F (finds value bound to I ): if d s {I: tl, 
a,,,ttd) = t, Afind, = ha vJ I; 
(7) apply: F-+ F (applies function to argument): if t = ( tl + t2) x t- and t3 s tl , 
T,,,.(t) = t2 9 
otherwise, 
A,,,;.(t) = Av. ( ). 
is an action (co s an action into a value) 
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. Since the model for action semantics does not allow an action to be a 
value of tht functional facet, one morphism of the action must be selected. 
(9) is F : i7-, 1 (tests if argument has type F): if F’S F 
otherwise, 
KS ,( F’) = ns, Ai, ,( F’) = Av. ( ). 
( 10) abcate, : I+ H;‘I (allocates a new variable) 
&tt-Dparrr(~) = FWS X (t :: s), Aottnratet(s) = Al. (f, (hit,, I)), 
where f = ((AC. 1’41), (A ( O, 1). (v, 112))) and i@iF, : lA$[F] is some fixed value. 
. Expands the storage stack to hold an additional location, which is initial- 
ized to iniF,. The result placed on the functional facet is a variable: an access, update 
function pair. 
(1 I) contents : FI 3 F (variable lookup): if t’= Nars and S’S F : : s, 
otherwise, 
Uses the variable on the functional facet to look inside the imperative 
facet argument. The first component of the variable, its access function, is applied 
to the imperative argument, after the latter has been coerced to the size of storage 
stack that the variable expects to access. 
(12) update : FI + I (variable update): if F’ = tvars x F”, F”S F, s’s F : : s, 
T ,,pda,e( t’, s’) = s’, Aupdate( F’, s’) = A((i v), I). let I’= IA&‘s 1 : : sj2 
let (x1,( . . . . (x,,?‘)...))=I 
let I”= ((f&2)(1 
in (x,, (. . . , (x,, ml l l l h 
otherwise, 
T updad t ‘, s’) = ns, -&xiare( F’,s’) = Au. ( )- 
s. Uses the variable and storable value on the functional facet to arpdate 
the imperative facet argument with the storabie value. The update f~n~t~~~ J&2 of 
the variable is applied to its coerced argum IAl&” s F]S. The 
type F :; s, is augmented by the extra cells i e argument store 
(13) free: I + I (frees a variable): if s’ = F :: s, 
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otherwise, 
(14) call: FI + I (procedure call): if t = smds and S’S s, 
otherwise, 
A sample lizvIgIPage de$ni?i0v1 
P E Program 
c F Command 
D E Dedarabisn 
B ci Bool-Expression 
I E Identifier 
B ::= notB 111 true 
P: Program + A&m : 
: Command + Acrtbv: F’ 
D: Declaration + Aekw E: 
B: Booi-Expression + Action F’ 
PIID; C] = (new-env 
rig= ( allocatebOO SFbindI) * pass 
WA;DzD=WQIl;WlQJ 
B[EB~I~ sn = 15113~ ; not 
Zn =jndl &contents 
S. The action new-env : I+ D generates the empty record of type { }exabty. 
The typing on the functional facet includes the types tt and ff such that tt s boo1 
and86 bool. The types are used with the is action to select an arm of tFe conditional 
command. The definition of al 8, a2 implies that the passing of aI1 xs-value from 
a, to a2 forces an ns-answer. 
Jon Shultis, Davi Watt, and Peter asses contribute any helpful comments. 
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